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This session will be divided into 3 parts
Cathie to speak on the key messages for safeguarding leaders: this cover 3 aspects:
What we know to date – and how we know this (from a variety of sources) 
Firstly about key messages about how we are safeguarding adults,
2ndly how people going through safeguarding processes experience them
3rdly what we know about social work practice
Break for audience participation to discuss some key questions half way through
2nd part Andrea looks at ‘safeguarding is everybody’s business’ and 
What partnerships can do
Then a second break to consider some further key questions
Finally some recent resources that you might find helpful
I will do a quick review of what LGA and ADASS have said about the Bill and new powers consultation, and an opportunity to help us shape the agenda for 2 Conference opportunities for 2013 �



Safeguarding: what we draw from

• Published reports including the review of No 
Secrets, case reviews and court judgements

• Peer challenges and other reviews, including 
discussions with people who have experienced 
safeguarding, staff and case records

• Regional and national engagement including 
managers, practitioners, advocacy and groups 
led by people using services, providers etc.

• Ongoing engagement with a group of academics
• Consultation on draft care and support bill and 

new safeguarding powers
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Key messages 1 – how are we 
doing?
• “Safeguarding is everybody’s business” is a 

useful phrase to engage people with
• Everyone working on safeguarding has 

some aspects of excellence in their work and 
some areas they are struggling with

• There has been huge investment in 
structure, process and  procedures over the 
last twelve years since No Secrets. 

• Work focuses on safeguarding at home, in 
the community and in institutions. 
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• Much safeguarding work results from a failure 
to have basic standards that safeguard 
people’s dignity and rights in place 

• National data requirements have focused on 
process and outputs, not on outcomes. This is 
not helpful for practice.

• People tend not to be asked the outcomes 
they want – and they often want more than 
one outcome, which is sometimes not easy to 
reconcile
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• The emphasis so far has been on investigation 
and conclusions, rather than on improving 
outcomes

• People want to feel safe but also to maintain 
relationships. For some people the only 
human contact they have is with the 
person/people who is/are harming or abusing 
them

• Getting the balance of the right to life and to 
freedom from cruelty or inhuman degrading 
treatment and the right to privacy and a family 
life is difficult 
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Key questions part 1:
• How do you know that people’s lives are 

improved as a result of safeguarding? 
• Are they, and do they feel, safer and are their 

circumstances improved?
• Has work on safeguarding (and dignity) been 

subject to some form of independent scrutiny or 
checking? 

• What has changed as a result?

Discuss and put your answers on the 
postcard
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Questions from the 5 in the Advice Note on the safeguarding dimensions of Local Accounts 2011�



Key messages 2 – how people 
experience safeguarding
• People want access to justice: criminal, civil, 

social or restorative – a resolution
• Many people appreciate the support they 

have had but there are strong messages: 
people feel driven (sometimes out of control) 
through a process. Involvement is patchy. 

• Safeguarding processes frequently result in 
increased services or increased monitoring
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• People can feel ashamed, blame themselves 
or lack the confidence, self esteem, or energy 
and means to safeguard themselves, 
especially if they are dependent on the 
person/people who is/are causing harm for 
their basic needs

• Carers can find themselves in roles they have 
not chosen and be overwhelmed. They can:
– Cause harm or abuse
– Be harmed or abused themselves
– Be critical reporters of harm and abuse



Further work with people who have 
experienced safeguarding
Making Safeguarding Personal - 5 ‘test beds’ using an 

outcomes approach
• A range of responses that seek to reconcile 

circumstances or conflicting desired outcomes, 
provide alternative supports 

• Examples include: counselling, mediation, circles of 
support/family group conferencing, restorative 
justice, peer/survivor support etc

• Aiming to achieve ‘proof of concept’ to ascertain the 
basis for further work on what works.



Key Messages 3 - Safeguarding and 
social work
• Development of social work skills and practice 

is necessary to make safeguarding personal 
for people in complex personal relationships 
and circumstances

• There are some challenges about how many 
social workers have the skills, confidence, and 
permission to work with and resolve those 
circumstances
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Safeguarding and social work
• Care management, good contracts management and 

quality assurance in safeguarding will go a long way 
to addressing safeguarding (and personalisation), 
but without social work skills there will remain people 
who have increased services or monitoring rather 
than improved circumstances and outcomes 

• Safeguarding and personalisation are two sides of 
the same coin but to make both real, requires good 
judgement, and social work with some people.



Key Messages 4 – Working in 
Partnership

• Safeguarding is everybody’s business
• Key challenges for partnership working
• What works
• What helps
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Safeguarding is everybody’s business

The Council, with 
NHS organisations 

and the Police 
Authority lead this

The safeguarding 
board co-ordinates 
delivery across 
agencies

There is support and empowerment for people experiencing abuseThere is support and empowerment for people experiencing abuse
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Start with People out com
Tackle key barriers early
Reviewing progress, identifying obstacles and working with others to resolve these
Sharing solutions widely
Align levers and incentives
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Key Challenges  

• Nearly all Serious Case Review 
investigations highlight a 
breakdown in partnership 
working as key factor in failing to 
keep people safe

• Current challenges are:
• Financial environment
• Health and social care reform
• Workforce - turnover and 

vacancies



What works? 

Start with dignity

The kind of care, in any 
setting, which supports and 
promotes, and does not 
undermine, a person’s self- 
respect regardless of any 
difference 

SCIE, 2006

http://www.scie.org.uk/publications/guides/guide15/factors/communication/index.asp


Establish culture of good practice
• Effective leadership
• Staff development
• Person-centred care and responses
• Genuine participation with people using services/ the 

public

http://www.scie.org.uk/topic/people/peoplewithphysicalorsensoryimpairments


Objectives

• Avoid people falling between 
the gaps in services 

• Reduce duplication of work
• Understand safeguarding 

priorities across all agencies 
• Speak a common language



What Helps 

• Make certain there are champions 
at all levels and in all parts of the 
system

• Proceeding at a pace that allows 
good learning over time 

• Clarity of roles and responsibilities
• Information sharing protocols, 

goodwill and positive relationships



Key questions 2: Partnerships

• What can you tell your local population about the 
quality and safety of local services – P.A.s, care 
at home, care homes and hospitals etc?

• What can you tell your local population about 
police and criminal justice sectors’ responses to 
safeguarding? 

• How is your Safeguarding Adults Board 
demonstrating its effectiveness? 

Discuss and put your answers on a postcard
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Just Out from SCIE 
Adults at risk in London: Good practice resource 
Gives practical pointers to help staff to assess the risk of abuse, 
to recognise it when it does occur and to respond to it 
appropriately. 

Report 60: Safeguarding adults: multi-agency policy and 
procedure for the West Midlands
Produced by SCIE with the West Midlands Safeguarding 
Editorial Board Published 

Mediation and family group conferences
Mediation and family group conferences are two methods used 
to try to empower people to work out solutions to their own 
problems. This guide looks at using these methods in adult 
safeguarding 

Guidance on the transition of supervisory body functions from 
Primary Care Trusts to Local Authorities
This guidance looks at the implementation of the deprivation of 
liberty safeguards in health settings from April 2013 onwards. 

http://www.scie.org.uk/news/mediareleases/2012/081012.asp
http://www.scie.org.uk/publications/reports/report60/
http://www.scie.org.uk/publications/reports/report60/


What’s coming soon….

From 
government:
Legislation, 
regulations, 
guidance, 
possible new 
powers…..

From LGA, ADASS and SCIE:
•Making Safeguarding Personal 
testbeds report
•Guides for councillors, boards and 
practitioners
•Guide for pooling data and 
intelligence
•Advice Note for Directors 2013
•Guide on safeguarding and domestic 
abuse and…….
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Draft bill and powers consultation…
What the draft bill says ADASS and LGA response

• Welcome - but safeguarding 
needs to be part of 
assessment, eligibility, care 
planning and review

• Welcome – but needs to 
include providers and CQC

• Unreasonable where no 
control. Regulators should 
ensure fitness to practice 
/provide 

• Welcome

– Wellbeing principle – 
includes freedom from 
abuse and neglect

– Duties of co-operation
– Duty to ensure people 

have a range of high 
quality services to 
choose from

– Councils may not 
delegate safeguarding
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What the draft bill says
How ADASS and LGA 
responded

• Need to consider if ‘carer’ 
refuses access

• Welcome

• Welcome. Would like 
contribution requirements 
from partners

• Needs greater clarity about 
resourcing, purpose 

– No right to refuse assessment 
if lack capacity or concern 
about abuse

– Duty to make/ cause to be 
made enquiries and decide  
action 

– Statutory Safeguarding Adult  
Boards and core membership

– Safeguarding Adults Reviews
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And  responding to The Impact Assessment….

needs to take far greater account of workforce:
LAs fund and arrange considerable amounts of training for other organisations in all sectors. 
We need funding to Implement the new legislation 
There has been investment in training for the Mental Capacity Act, but there remains significant under use of other legal and welfare responses to safeguarding circumstances�



Consultation on new powers………
If implemented, has a range of practical and ethical implications
• Any power needs to be rooted in Human Rights
• Should be last resort not first resort
• Needs a Duty to co-operate from police and Criminal Justice 

System, and a warrant sought by social worker
• Should be greater use of existing legal and support options
• Needs to take account of coercion and undue influence 
• Need warrant from court
• Should have principle that the person who has been harmed 

should not have to move from their home

Presenter�
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Response to consultation on new powers of entry
Section 47 of National Assistance Act abolished
Should be greater use of existing legal and support options – social workers need better legal literacy

Needs to take account of coercion and undue influence – one visit may not be enough and may precipitate retribution

Need warrant from court, sought by social worker who has evidenced other methods considered – and who has the means to also take out necessary injunctions etc
�



A safeguarding adults conference 
on March 12th

What would you like us 
to include?
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More Information 

https://knowledgehub.local.gov.uk/web/khub

http://www.scie.org.uk/

www.adass.org.uk

Adult Safeguarding Community of Practice:

https://knowledgehub.local.gov.uk/web/khub
https://knowledgehub.local.gov.uk/web/khub
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